
Complete the story using appropriate articles.

old wise owl living upon tree, thus remarked, 

“Good friends add to each other’s strengths and make up for each other’s weaknesses.” 

The Robin and the Orchid
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One evening when gusty wind swept through garden, robin

was quick to shield the orchid with its strong wings. He saved his friend from getting blown

away. orchid couldn’t be grateful enough but returned the favor by o!ering

choicest spot to robin in its bushes, for safe nesting forever. 

Once upon time robin and orchid became friends. 

Every day robin "ew up to orchid and sang endless tales of  all

wonderful places that he saw, for the orchid to enjoy them too. The orchid in return, told 

bumblebee that hovered around him. Together they made 

proud roses, beautiful butter"y, androbin about

great pair.
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Complete the story using appropriate articles.

An aold wise owl living upon tree, thus remarked, 

“Good friends add to each other’s strengths and make up for each other’s weaknesses.” 
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theaOne evening when gusty wind swept through garden, robin

was quick to shield the orchid with its strong wings. He saved his friend from getting blown

away. The orchid couldn’t be grateful enough but returned the favor by o!ering

the choicest spot to robin in its bushes, for safe nesting forever. 

a aOnce upon time robin and an orchid became friends. 

Every day robin "ew up to the orchid and sang endless tales of  all the

wonderful places that he saw, for the orchid to enjoy them too. The orchid in return, told 

an

bumblebee that hovered around him. Together they made a

the aproud roses, beautiful butter"y, androbin about

great pair.
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